Year 8 ART Homework Menu: BEAST
For each unit you must choose one task for homework. The tasks are rated from 1-6, 1 being the least challenging up to 6 being the most challenging.
Choose your homework from the menu below. Tasks 3-6 will help to progress your level. You can earn an extra bonus point for putting in maximum effort.
Your teacher will set your deadline and how you should submit your work.
More
advanced

Creating

6
Evaluating
Ray Harryhausen
‘The Beast from 20,000
fathoms’, 1953

5
Analysing

4
thinking
skills

Produce a piece of sculpture
based on the theme ‘BEAST’

Produce a painting based
on the theme ‘BEAST’

Make a Beast collage using
digital media or traditional
paper collage techniques

Make a detailed copy of an
artist’s work that you like
who uses animals as a
subject

Write and present three
paragraphs to explain ideas
and techniques in the
artist’s work – add images.

Produce a full page artist
research using basic,
advanced and expert
questions.
(see teacher for help)

Choose 2 artists that relate to
your project title. Make a
small copy of a section of
each artist’s work.

Write a few sentences to
compare the similarities
and differences between
the two artists’ work

Make a detailed drawing of
an animal based on
observation from
photographs or real life.
Use the artist research helpsheet to answer 3 of the
basic questions about one of
the artists on the left

Present images in your
book of ideas for a beast
character- drawings and
printed images.
Use the artist research
help-sheet to answer 3 of
the advanced questions
about one of the artists on
the left

Produce a study drawing of
an animal using the step by
step technique

Make a list of 10 key words
for this project

Write a short definition for
each word

Find out 8 interesting facts
about a chosen animal (in
full sentences)

Wildermann

Applying

Thinking

3
Albrecht Durer
‘Rhinoceros’

Understanding

2
Remembering

skills
François Delarozière

1

